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Focus: Economic Development 

Focus: K-12 Education 

Focus: Curriculum & Customized Training 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historically, HCPED, BRCC, HCPS and Mfgs worked in silos. Collaboration would happen when necessary around customized training, etc. Brittany: Open it up individual focus. Partnership focused on recruitment and attraction Chris: Touch on the work of BRCC and HCPS until this point 



Focus: 
Workforce Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As unemployment dipped, more collaboration started taking shape. HCPS and HCPED had relationship with Made in Henderson County. HCPED and BRCC has relationship around customized training and project specific work. BRCC and HCPS had shared agreements and partnerships. The three had not collaborated together.The mechatronics pathways grant brought the three organizations together to create programing. Communicaiton became almost like a “base camp” where there was constant communication and collaboration. 
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“Base Camp” Approach

Flexible and Willing to try new ideas

Streamline communication between entities and 
manufacturers

Job Fair placed 5%+ of open positions

Better prepared students thanks to Career Readiness

Increased Community College enrollment

10% High School CCP enrollment

State recognition

Scalable program 

Building a Workforce Pipeline



Questions?
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